
Focus on your patients



Main features:

1. Can be used in prone, supine and sitting positions  
2. Sturdy construction that can handle even the heaviest patients 
3. Foot bar adjustment leaves hands free

Lojer Kinos X treatment table is designed for professionals working in the demanding and diverse rehab world.  
The Kinos X has a wide height adjustment range, making it easy to adjust for different needs. The table is now  
equipped with electrically raised castors as a new feature, making it incredibly easy to move around. Lojer has  
done a lot of testing and designing so that you can work stress-free. The Kinos X Treatment table has passed  
all the medical device regulation tests performed by an external testing laboratory. 

This document template PC002 has been approved 01.09.2017 | ISO 9001  Physical Therapy Equipment  |  Hospital & Nursing  |  Surgery  |  Service
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Kinos X4

• Kinos X5 has a 65 cm wide two-piece table-top  
 with back section adjustment. The back section  
 and height of the table are hygienically adjusted  
 with foot bars on both sides of the table.

• Kinos X4 has a 55 cm wide one-piece table-top  
 with side supports. The height of the table is  
 hygienically adjusted with a foot bar on both  
 sides of the table. 

The range:



Lojer Kinos X treatment table  
is sturdy and strong with  
High Safe Working Load.

The upholstery material, Future, is
antimicrobial by ISO-certification. 
The material is easy to clean and it’s six 
time more durable than artificial leather.

The back section and height  
of the table are hygienically  
adjusted with a foot bar, leaving 
your hands free to help  
and support the patient.
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Technical data and features  

Model X4  X5  

Total width 55 cm 65 cm

Total length 203 cm 203 cm

Total weight 98 kg 109 kg

Height adjustment 46 - 95 cm 46 - 95 cm

Back section length - 52 cm

Back section adjustment - 0 - 70°, electrical

Head section adjustment -90°...+35° (U-model) -90°...+35° (U-model)

Castors  Ø65 mm, electric lifting   Ø65 mm, electric lifting  

Other standard features Safety feature: auto-lifting in emergency situations 
| Safety feature: table will be automatically locked 
after 120 minutes if not in use | Safety feature: 
motors do not pull, but lower using gravity  
| Arm rests | Side supports | One long height  
adjustment bar on both sides of the table  
| Electric lifting on castors

Safety feature: auto-lifting in emergency situations  
| Safety feature: table will be automatically locked  
after 120 minutes if not in use | Safety feature:  
motors do not pull, but lower using gravity | Arm 
rests | Two height adjustment bars on both sides  
of the table for height and back section | Electric 
lifting on castors | Moulded plug for head section

Upholstery Material Future, color Carbon Material Future, color Carbon

Frame color Carbon Carbon

Safe working load (SWL) 210 kg 210 kg

Electric system 24V, IPX6 24V, IPX6

CE-Marking Yes, MDR Yes, MDR

Warranty 2 years 2 years

Country of Manufacture Finland Finland

© Lojer Group 2023. All Rights reserved | Lojer Group, Putajantie 42, 38210 Sastamala, Finland | Tel. + 358 (0) 10 830 6700 | info@lojer.com | www.lojer.com
The story of Lojer Group dates back to 1919 when Vammalan Konepaja was founded. In the early years, the company repaired f.ex. bicycles. Today, the company
is the largest manufacturer of medical furniture in the Nordic countries and our products are used in 115 countries. EN
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